CODE READY GAINS
ESSENTIAL FLEXIBILITY
WITH A10 ADCS’ AFLEX
LAYER 7 SCRIPTING TOOL
The Web GUI improvements in A10 ADCs‘ firmware
upgrade increase our staff’s efficiency with a
consolidated view of network and application
performance metrics within a single screen. We
rely on A10’s aFleX Layer 7 scripting to distribute
traffic to multiple Websites, and in a complex
environment, ease of management and a quick
view of real- time statistics are critical."
Tom Roberts | Director of IT for Code Ready Solutions
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SOLUTION
Code Ready maintains a server farm to conduct business

Internet

and often runs multiple Websites on the same server with
the same IP address. To ensure its servers are always
performing and available, Code Ready required a highperformance server load balancing solution. Upon the
recommendation of Value Added Reseller (VAR) DataLink
Associates Corp., Code Ready selected A10 ADC server
load balancers due to essential flexibility gained by aFleX
technology and the industry leading price/performance.
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SUCCESS
Code Ready leverages A10 ADCs’ aFleX Layer 7 scripting

ABOUT A10 APPLICATION
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tool to distribute traffic accurately across the numerous
Websites it operates. Also the A10 ADCs’ GUI provides a

A10 ADC is a scalable, high-performance application

consolidated view of network, application and performance

networking platform that delivers enterprises, web

metrics within a single screen, efficiently providing a

properties and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) with

snapshot of real-time statistics.

superior reliability and an energy-efficient footprint
for low total cost of ownership (TCO). With A10 ADC,
customers of all sizes benefit from application availability,
scalability and performance, increased infrastructure
efficiency and a faster end user experience. The A10 ADC

has a comprehensive Layer 4-7 feature set and flexible
virtualization technologies such as A10 Networks aVCSTM
Virtual Chassis System, multi-tenancy and more for public,
private and hybrid cloud environments.
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A10 THUNDER ADC
LEARN MORE

In addition, A10 leads in IPv6 migration technologies with
many large-scale deployments worldwide.
A10 ADC delivers an industry-leading return on investment
(ROI) by leveraging A10’s 64-bit Advanced Core Operating
System (ACOS), with a scalable shared-memory parallelism
architecture that surpasses the competition in scalability
and flexibility. For more information, visit:
www.a10networks.com/products/thunder-series/thunderapplication_delivery_controller

ABOUT A10 NETWORKS
A10 Networks (NYSE: ATEN) provides Reliable Security
Always™ through a range of high-performance solutions
that enable intelligent automation with deep machine
learning to ensure business critical applications are
protected, reliable and always available. Founded in 2004,
A10 Networks is based in San Jose, Calif., and serves
customers globally with offices worldwide.
For more information, visit: a10networks.com
or tweet @A10Networks.
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